ABSTRACT. -We introduce the integrable differential p-forms in order to present an adequate analytic object to study the structure of the codimension p singular foliations, and we do start this study throughout the results established in the paper.
Introduction
The ideas developed in this article were originally motivated by the study of the structural stability of integrable differential I-forms (see [1] and [5] The results we present below, yet of a very elementary nature, are fundamental tools and will be referred to very often in the sequel. Since we are in fact interested in the local properties of p-forms around a singularity, it is more adequate to consider henceforth, germs of functions, p-forms, and vector fields, at the origin of en. These sets of germs will be respectively denoted by C~(n), and X(n) . Proof. At the first place we observe that the star of Hodge establishes a "dual" relation connecting parts (i) and (ii) of the theorem. Namely, w satisfies the hypothesis in (i) if, and only if, *w satisfies the hypothesis in (ii). Thus, part (ii) of the theorem reduces trivially to part (i).
Before we proceed to the proof of part (i) we point out that the form ao referred to in the theorem turns out to be the only 1- At the first place we notice that Theorem B holds, if the hypothesis on codim(z(e7)o;) in part (i) (resp. codim(w ~ in part (ii)) is replaced by the requirement that the 1-form i (eI )w (resp. * (w ~ on has the property of division with respect to 2-forms.
As a matter of fact, the only doubtful point in the proof of Theorem B would be the reference to Remark 3.1.1. However, it is easily seen that this remark holds under the sole assumption that w is not a torsion element of which is readily verified if i(eI)w satisfies the above requirement.
On the other hand, the existence of an R-sequence ( R = .~4, ( U ) of length three (see [9] p.234), among the coefficients of i(eI)w, is sufficient to guarantee the required division property. (This follows at once from the same arguments utilized in [2] 
